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History of H0

2.6 ⋅ 10!𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

6.5 ⋅ 10!𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~dfabricant/huchra/hubble/
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History of H0

6.5 ⋅ 10!𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

13 ⋅ 10!𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
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Measuring H0

Classical approach 
à distance ladder to reach (smooth) 
Hubble flow
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MEASURING EXTRAGALACTIC DISTANCES 601 

"Gerard de Vaucouleurs on the one hand, and Allan 
Sandage and Gustav Tammann on the other, arrived at 
estimates of the size of the universe, as measured by the 
Hubble constant, differing from each other by a factor of 
two. Moreover, when I asked the protagonists what was the 
range outside which they could not imagine the Hubble con- 
stant lying, these ranges did not overlap. Given that they 
were studying more or less the same galaxies with rather 
similar methods, often using the same observational mate- 
rial, I found this incredible. " 

Michael Rowan-Robinson, in The Cosmological Dis- 
tance Ladder (1985) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Aristarchus of Samos, in the third century B.C., may 

have been the first person to try measuring the size of his 
universe when he estimated the ratio of the distances be- 
tween the Sun and Moon. His efforts, which were later 
followed by the work of such well-known scientists as Er- 
atosthenes, Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Kepler, 
led to a set of reasonably good relative distances within the 
solar system. With the advent of radar measurements in 
the mid-20th century, these relative values were placed on 
an absolute scale with unprecedented accuracy. 

Once outside the solar system, however, there is an 
enormous loss in the accuracy of distance determinations. 
Measurements of nearby stars and galaxies typically carry 

uncertainties of 10%-20%, and are thus six orders of mag- 
nitude less accurate than solar-system measurements. (But 
the latter, of course, are more than six orders of magnitude 
closer!) For the more distant objects (up to 11 orders of 
magnitude more distant than solar-system objects), even 
this seems remarkable, especially when one considers the 
number of rungs on the distance "ladder" (Fig. 1 ), and the 
fact that each rung has its own "10% errors." Neverthe- 
less, a number of steps are sufficiently redundant and se- 
cure that the accurate measurement of extragalactic dis- 
tances seems a real possibility. 

On the other hand, it is over 2000 years since Aristar- 
chus, and yet we are still unable to determine the scale of 
our universe to the satisfaction of the astronomical com- 
munity. By itself, this failure is not a serious transgression; 
it takes time to solve difficult problems. It is, however, a 
major embarrassment that the leading proponents in the 
field have historically failed to agree within their stated 
errors. If we dismiss the possibility of repeated oversights 
in the analyses, then the most likely cause of the discrep- 
ancy is that the measurement uncertainties, internal and/ 
or external, have continually been underestimated. 

It is this line of reasoning that led Rowan-Robinson 
(1985, 1988) to survey the field of extragalactic distance 
determinations, and we strongly encourage anyone inter- 
ested in this topic to consult these reviews. Other recom- 
mended reading on the subject includes Balkowski and 
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Pathways to Extragalactic Distances 
Fig. 1—In this diagram we illustrate the various modem routes which may be taken to arrive at H0 and the genealogy and approximate distance range 
for each of the indicators involved. Population I indicators appear on the left-hand side and Population II on the right-hand side. The distance increases 
logarithmically toward the top of the diagram. The following abbreviations have been used to conserve space: LSC—Local Super Cluster; SG— 
Supergiant; SN—Supernovae; B-W—Baade-Wesselink; PNLF—Planetary-Nebula Luminosity Function; SBF—Surface-Brightness Fluctuations; 
GCLF—Globular-Cluster Luminosity Function; �—parallax. 
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Jacoby et al. 1992

Classical Distance Ladder
Distance indicators 

– trigonometric parallax
– apparent luminosity

• main sequence
• red clump stars

• RR Lyrae stars
• eclipsing binaries

• Cepheid stars

– Galaxy relations
• Tully-Fisher, Faber-Jackson

– SNe Ia
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SH0ES distance ladder

with blending higher than the inner region of NGC 4258 to the
remaining 13. The difference in the mean model residual
distances of these two subsamples is 0.02±0.07 mag,
providing no evidence of such a dependence.

4.2. Optical Wesenheit Period–Luminosity Relation

The SH0ES program was designed to identify Cepheids from
optical images and to observe them in the NIR with F160W to
reduce systematic uncertainties related to the reddening law, its
free parameters, sensitivity to metallicity, and breaks in the P–L

relation. However, some insights into these systematics may be
garnered by replacing the NIR-based Wesenheit magnitude, mH

W ,
with the optical version used in past studies (Freedman et al.
2001), ( )= - -m I R V II

W , where R≡AI/(AV− AI) and the
value of R here is ∼4 times larger than in the NIR. The
advantage of this change is the increase in the sample by a little
over 600 Cepheids in HST hosts owing to the greater FOV of
WFC3/UVIS. Of these additional Cepheids, 250 come from
M101, 94 from NGC 4258, and the rest from the other SN hosts.
In Table 8 we give results based on Cepheid measurements of
mI

W instead of mH
W for the primary fit variant with all four

Figure 10. Complete distance ladder. The simultaneous agreement of pairs of geometric and Cepheid-based distances (lower left), Cepheid and SN Ia-based distances
(middle panel) and SN and redshift-based distances provides the measurement of the Hubble constant. For each step, geometric or calibrated distances on the x-axis
serve to calibrate a relative distance indicator on the y-axis through the determination of M or H0. Results shown are an approximation to the global fit as discussed in
the text.
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H0 Status

Bonvin and Millon
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3635517
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adH0cc – Basics

• accurate determination of H0 with core-
collapse (supernovae)

• Individual distances (to about 10%) to 
Type II supernovae in the Hubble flow 
(0.03 < 𝑧 < 0.15)

• Distance determination based on calibrated 
physics
– No distance ladder, i.e. no empirical calibration
– Ideal for H0
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adH0cc – Basics
• Collaboration: MPA, ESO, TUM, LAM, 

GSI, QUB, Turku, Weizmann, EPFL
• Web page: https://adh0cc.github.io
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adH0cc – Team

J. Spyromilio
S. Blondin
B. Leibundgut
S. Suyu
C. Vogl
A. Floers
S. Taubenberger
M. G. Cudmani
A. Holas
W. Hillebrandt
G. Csörnyei
S. Kressierer

S. Smartt
R. Kotak
C. Lemon
A. Gal-Yam
R. Bruch
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Expanding Photosphere Method

Modification of Baade-Wesselink method 
for variable stars
Assumes

– Sharp photosphere 
à thermal equilibrium

– Spherical symmetry 
à radial velocity

– Free expansion
19
74
Ap
J.
..
19
3.
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27
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Kirshner & Kwan 1974
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Expanding Photosphere Method

𝜃 =
𝑅
𝐷
=

𝑓!
𝜁!
"𝜋𝐵# 𝑇

; 𝑅 = 𝑣 𝑡 − 𝑡$ + 𝑅$; 𝐷% =
𝑣
𝜃
(𝑡 − 𝑡$)

• R from radial velocity
– Requires lines formed close to the photosphere

• D from the surface brightness of the black 
body
– Deviation from black body due to line opacities
– Encompassed in the dilution factor 𝜁!
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Image: Héloïse Stevance

EPM: it’s all in the spectra

C. Vogl
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EPM improvements (C. Vogl)
Developed in Christian Vogl’s thesis

– Individual fitting of each SN epoch
– Consistent parameters for the SN 

atmosphere
– Accurate explosion date from observations

Vogl et al. 2020
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adH0cc – Goal 
• 𝐻0 with 3% uncertainty
• Observe 12 SNe II with 0.04 < 𝑧 < 0.1

– 6 epochs spectroscopy and photometry
– Explosion date known to ±3 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
– 150 hours observing time with VLT/FORS2 

over 1.5 years (à 2 years with pandemic)
– Elaborate observing scheme

• Classification (ToO) à first epoch (ToO) 
à second epoch (ToO) 
à three regular epochs (spread over 3 weeks)

• Complement existing data set
– 20 SNe from SNFactory (0.01 < 𝑧 < 0.04)
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Type II Supernovae

Core-collapse explosions of 
massive, red-supergiant stars

• Peak absolute mags between -16 and -18 
→ observable up to z ≈ 0.4

• Most common supernova type by volume

II 
57% 

Ibc 
19% 

Ia 
24% 

SN by volume

M
attila

et al. 2010
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Why type II supernovae?

luminosity 
directly 
from 

models

simple 
physics

physics 
based

one-step 
measurement

Luminosity ~ Period

Riess et al. 2016

Luminosity ~ light curve width

Type II supernovae

Type II supernovae:

Christian Vogl
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Expanding Photosphere Method

E. E. E. Gall et al.: An updated Type II supernova Hubble diagram
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Fig. C.3. Distance fit for PS1-13wr using ⇣BVI as given in Hamuy et al. (2001; left panel) and Dessart & Hillier (2005; right panel). The diamond
markers denote values of � through which the fit is made.
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Expanded Photosphere Method 
Reloaded

• Use individual atmospheric models for 
the spectral fits
– use of the TARDIS radiation transport model
– absolute flux emitted

• Accurate explosion date
– accurate zero point

• At least 5 epochs per supernova
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Atmosphere 
Models

TARDIS fits for 
different epochs

Vogl et al. 2020
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Distance Determination

Slope is inverse distance: *
+
= ,

-!
(𝑡 − 𝑡.)

Vogl et al. 2020

SN 2005cs
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adH0cc – Status
• Observations finished – 1 October 2021
• 44 classifications

– 26 SNe II, 12 SNe Ia, 6 other types (Ibc)
• One new type SN Icn (SN 2021ckj)

– 20 SNe II with follow-up observations
• Added another six objects not classified by us
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adH0cc – Observations
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adH0cc – Observations

Distribution on the sky
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adH0cc – Status
• Data analysis 

workshop
– 27 Sep – 1 Oct 

at MIAPP

• Photometry
– Requires template 

observations one year after SN

• Spectroscopy
– Data reductions ongoing

• Two independent data reductions
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adH0cc – Status

Discussions of analysis
– Investigations of 

systematics
• Peculiar velocities
• Code comparisons
• Contamination by 

galaxy light
• Reddening
• Circumstellar 

interactions
• Asymmetric 

explosions

– Blinding procedures
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adH0cc – Associated projects

• Calibrate Standardizable 
Candle Method (SCM)
– Same data required
– Replace external calibration 

through Cepheids and/or
TRGB

• First SCM publication by Alexander Holas 
for the SNFactory data in preparation
– Still based on Cepheid and TRGB 

calibrations

with blending higher than the inner region of NGC 4258 to the
remaining 13. The difference in the mean model residual
distances of these two subsamples is 0.02±0.07 mag,
providing no evidence of such a dependence.

4.2. Optical Wesenheit Period–Luminosity Relation

The SH0ES program was designed to identify Cepheids from
optical images and to observe them in the NIR with F160W to
reduce systematic uncertainties related to the reddening law, its
free parameters, sensitivity to metallicity, and breaks in the P–L

relation. However, some insights into these systematics may be
garnered by replacing the NIR-based Wesenheit magnitude, mH

W ,
with the optical version used in past studies (Freedman et al.
2001), ( )= - -m I R V II

W , where R≡AI/(AV− AI) and the
value of R here is ∼4 times larger than in the NIR. The
advantage of this change is the increase in the sample by a little
over 600 Cepheids in HST hosts owing to the greater FOV of
WFC3/UVIS. Of these additional Cepheids, 250 come from
M101, 94 from NGC 4258, and the rest from the other SN hosts.
In Table 8 we give results based on Cepheid measurements of
mI

W instead of mH
W for the primary fit variant with all four

Figure 10. Complete distance ladder. The simultaneous agreement of pairs of geometric and Cepheid-based distances (lower left), Cepheid and SN Ia-based distances
(middle panel) and SN and redshift-based distances provides the measurement of the Hubble constant. For each step, geometric or calibrated distances on the x-axis
serve to calibrate a relative distance indicator on the y-axis through the determination of M or H0. Results shown are an approximation to the global fit as discussed in
the text.
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SNe II (EPM): m-M (mag)

H0 from SNe II 3405

Table 1. Calibrator sample.

SN name Host galaxy µ (mag) Calibrator Used References

SN 1999em NGC 1637 30.26 ± 0.09 Cepheids Yes Updated from Leonard et al. (2003)
SN 1999gi NGC 3184 30.64 ± 0.11 Cepheids Yes Updated from Leonard et al. (2002)
SN 2004et NGC 6946 29.38 ± 0.09 TRGB No Anand et al. (2018)
SN 2005ay NGC 3998 31.74 ± 0.07 Cepheids Yes Riess et al. (2016)
SN 2005cs NGC 5194/M51 29.62 ± 0.09 TRGB Yes Updated from McQuinn et al. (2017)
SN 2008bk NGC 7793 27.66 ± 0.11 Cepheids No Zgirski et al. (2017)
SN 2009ib NGC 1559 31.42 ± 0.05 Cepheids Yes A. G. Riess (2020), private communication
SN 2012aw NGC 3351 29.82 ± 0.09 Cepheids Yes Updated from Kanbur et al. (2003)
SN 2013ej NGC 628/M74 29.90 ± 0.10 TRGB Yes Updated from McQuinn et al. (2017)

Figure 1. Hubble diagram (top) and residuals from the !CDM model
(bottom) using the SCM as applied to our sample of 89 SNe II in the Hubble
flow. zcorr corresponds to the CMB redshifts corrected to account for peculiar
flows. The red solid line is the Hubble diagram for the !CDM model ("m =
0.3, "! = 0.7) and H0 = 75.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 (see Section 4.1). This Hubble
diagram was built using the i-band magnitude, (r − i) colour, and at 43 d
after the explosion. We present the number of SNe II available at this epoch
(NSNe) and the intrinsic dispersion (σ int). Note that the error bars do not
include the intrinsic dispersion.

motions, we select SNe II located in the Hubble flow, with zcorr >

0.01 (89 objects). Fig. 1 shows the Hubble diagram for this sample.
The uncertainties associated with the corrected magnitudes are

σ 2
mcorr

= σ 2
m +

(
ασvHβ

ln10vHβ

)2

+ (βσ(r−i))2 + σ 2
z , (2)

where σ 2
z includes the redshift measurement uncertainties and a

peculiar velocity error of 250 km s−1. To the total uncertainty, a
free parameter σ int is added to take into account the unmodelled
intrinsic SN II scatter. A value of 0.27 mag is derived, consistent
with previous SCM research (Poznanski et al. 2009; D’Andrea et al.
2010; de Jaeger et al. 2017a, 2020). The values of α and β used
to correct the SN II apparent magnitudes are respectively 3.95+0.43

−0.42
and 1.07 ± 0.28 (see Section 4.1). If we assume that the colour–

Figure 2. Absolute i-band magnitude 43 d after the explosion for the
calibrators based on Cepheid distances (black) or the TRGB (red). The
empty squares are the absolute magnitudes without applying the SCM,
while the filled circles are with velocity and colour corrections. We also
present the standard deviation with and without SCM.

magnitude relation is due to extrinsic factors, the total-to-selective
extinction ratio (RV) can be obtained from β. We find a lower RV ≈
1 than for SNe Ia (Folatelli et al. 2010), but the low value could be
due to intrinsic magnitude-colour not properly modelled. Recently,
de Jaeger et al. (2018) suggested that the majority of SN II observed
colour diversity is intrinsic and not produced by host-galaxy dust
extinction. Note that these parameters depend on the sample chosen;
in Section 4.2, we investigate their effects on the derived value of H0.

For the last two steps, we follow the work done by Dhawan
et al. (2018) and adapt their PYTHON programmes8 to our SN II
sample. We derive the absolute magnitudes of all calibrators, Mcal

i

(σMcal
i

), using the Cepheid and TRGB distances from Table 1 and
by correcting their apparent magnitudes with the α and β derived
previously:

Mcal
i = mcal

i + α log10

(
vHβ

)
− β(r − i) − µcal, (3)

σMcal
i

= σ 2
mi

+
(

α

ln10

σvHβ

vHβ

)2

+ (βσ(r−i))2 + σ 2
µcal

+ σ 2
int. (4)

The absolute magnitudes for all seven calibrators are displayed
in Fig. 2. Note that the uncertainties include the intrinsic scatter
σ int. The calibrators have an average weighted absolute magnitude

8https://github.com/sdhawan21/irh0/blob/master/full-analysis.ipynb

MNRAS 496, 3402–3411 (2020)
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adH0cc – Associated Projects
• Sibling supernovae

– Determine EPM distance 
to SNe II in the same 
galaxy

• Internal consistency
• Systematics

– e.g. reddening
• Internal scatter of the 

method

• Done for five of six suitable galaxies 
by Géza Csörnyei 
– To be presented at SuperVirtual workshop 

NGC 6946; 
AAS Nova

http
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with blending higher than the inner region of NGC 4258 to the
remaining 13. The difference in the mean model residual
distances of these two subsamples is 0.02±0.07 mag,
providing no evidence of such a dependence.

4.2. Optical Wesenheit Period–Luminosity Relation

The SH0ES program was designed to identify Cepheids from
optical images and to observe them in the NIR with F160W to
reduce systematic uncertainties related to the reddening law, its
free parameters, sensitivity to metallicity, and breaks in the P–L

relation. However, some insights into these systematics may be
garnered by replacing the NIR-based Wesenheit magnitude, mH

W ,
with the optical version used in past studies (Freedman et al.
2001), ( )= - -m I R V II

W , where R≡AI/(AV− AI) and the
value of R here is ∼4 times larger than in the NIR. The
advantage of this change is the increase in the sample by a little
over 600 Cepheids in HST hosts owing to the greater FOV of
WFC3/UVIS. Of these additional Cepheids, 250 come from
M101, 94 from NGC 4258, and the rest from the other SN hosts.
In Table 8 we give results based on Cepheid measurements of
mI

W instead of mH
W for the primary fit variant with all four

Figure 10. Complete distance ladder. The simultaneous agreement of pairs of geometric and Cepheid-based distances (lower left), Cepheid and SN Ia-based distances
(middle panel) and SN and redshift-based distances provides the measurement of the Hubble constant. For each step, geometric or calibrated distances on the x-axis
serve to calibrate a relative distance indicator on the y-axis through the determination of M or H0. Results shown are an approximation to the global fit as discussed in
the text.
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adH0cc – Associated Projects

• Calibrate SNe Ia with EPM distances
– ‘Siblings of a different kind’

• Galaxies with a SN II and a SN Ia

SNe II (EPM): m-M (mag)

SN 2003hn

SN 2001el
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adH0cc – Summary

• All data obtained
– 26 SNe II with multiple epochs and good 

explosion dates
• Analysis ongoing

• Individual distances to 10% 
– EPM of sibling SNe II independently check 

method
– Statistical error well below 3%

• Systematics most critical


